English

Art/DT (Including Cooking)

Science

Non- Fiction

 To look at what could grow on a desert island!
 To describe the basic structure of flowering
plants/tree.
 To observe and describe how seeds grow.
 to find out and describe how plants need water, light
and a suitable temperature to grow

 Find and Write a message in a bottle! Think about
what you would ask for if you were stranded on a
desert island.
 Riddles about sea creatures.
 Non Chronological reports on Pirate Parrots and
Rats

Super Starter: Be a pirate for the day! Think of a pirate
name, sing pirate shanties (music), describe your
character (literacy), make pirate punch (capacity/data
handling). Play pirate games and make pirate flags.

Fiction
 Detailed character descriptions of pirates and
creatures from under the sea. (Sponge Bob!)
 Look at artwork of pirates and use the 5 senses to
write descriptive captions and speech bubbles.

 To design, make and evaluate a 'pirate ship' moving
picture using appropriate tools and accurate measuring.
 Mix primary colours to make secondary colours and
replicate a famous historic painting The Fighting
Temeraire by Joseph Mallard William Turner.
 Make cup cakes for the Meet the Parents Tea Party.

Geography
 To locate and identify the seas surrounding the UK.
 To use compass directions and create simples maps
with keys.
 To use locational and directional language.

Books:
Shark in the Park
Smiley Shark
Pirate Cruncher

 To name and locate the five oceans of the word, and

Miranda the Castaway
Don't Mention Pirates

the seven continents.

Fantastic Finish: Invite parents/carers in to listen to sea
shanties and find out about famous people from the sea!

Maths
 To consolidate all number bonds and facts to
10 and 20.
 To use related addition and subtraction
facts.
 To use a numberline to add/subtract one or
two digit numbers together.
 Find missing numbers.
 Write number stories for + - x ÷
 Use the vocabulary 'mass' to weigh pirate
treasure!
 Use pirate maps to help with Geometry:
understanding Position and Direction and
Time

Computing

RE

 To practice skills to select, edit
and change images. (laptop)

Christianity
Celebrate Pentecost

 To use a range of still images to
create a short animated
sequence. (ipad)
 To discuss how messages can be
sent in the 21st century,
(instead of bottles) by
contributing to emails to Pirate
Bob.

Wrens and Robins Class – Summer 1

 What makes a book
special?
 What makes a good
story?
 Why is the bible special
to Christians?
 What stories are in the
bible?
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Music
To use their voices expressively and creatively by
singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes and
learning a range of Sea Shanties.

History
 Investigate the lives of pirates through the ages –
Blackbeard, Grace O'Malley, William Kidd, Sir Francis
Drake, Anne Bonney and Mary Read.
 What did it mean to be a pirate? What was life like
for pirates? What were the ships like?
 Investigate types of sailing ship – galleons etc

Extra: Meet the Teacher, All about me, .

Mrs Bolton

